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Rising temperatures and the rise of the far right. What disasters happen when they
meet? In the first study of the far right’s role in the climate crisis, White Skin, Black Fuel
presents an eye-opening sweep of a novel political constellation, revealing its deep
historical roots. Fossil-fuelled technologies were born steeped in racism. No one loved
them more passionately than the classical fascists. Now right-wing forces have risen to
the surface, some professing to have the solution—closing borders to save the nation as
the climate breaks down. Epic and riveting, White Skin, Black Fuel traces a future of
political fronts that can only heat up.
In the second novel in USA Today Bestselling author Bronwen Evans’s sexy new
Disgraced Lords series, two very independent souls find themselves fighting to resist a
deepening passion. When Beatrice Hennessey sets out to confront Lord Coldhurst, the
notorious rogue who killed her brother in a duel, her intent is to save her family from
destitution. She’s determined to blackmail the man into a loveless marriage. She’ll
make the wealthy Lord Coldhurst pay for the rest of his life. But while greeting his ship,
Beatrice takes a tumble into the Thames—only to be fished out by a pair of strong
masculine arms that tempt her to stay locked in their heated embrace forever. That is,
until she realizes those arms belong to Sebastian Hawkestone, Lord Coldhurst himself.
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The little drowned mermaid has an interesting proposition indeed; one that Sebastian is
surprised to find quite agreeable. Although he’s had women more beautiful, she is
pleasing to the eye, and besides, it’s time he fathered an heir. Beatrice promises to be
the ideal wife; a woman who hates him with an all-consuming passion is far too
sensible to expect romance. However, it isn’t long before Sebastian’s plan for a
marriage of convenience unravels, and he’s caught up in the exhilarating undertow of
seduction.
"Dare to Inspire shows how to spark and sustain exponential growth." --Shawn Achor,
New York Times bestselling author of Big Potential and The Happiness Advantage
Inspiration is a most critical resource to be managed in modern work. The problem is
that the power of inspiration often feels fleeting. But what if you could design your own
way to be inspired at work on a regular basis? What if you could make your own
inspiration last? Rooted in 18 engines of inspiration that emerged from interviews with
leaders across different industries, Dare to Inspire shows how to supercharge
inspiration for yourself, your team, and your organization. Each chapter offers tools,
strategies, and examples of how to make inspiration happen and last. Through stories
of pioneers in business, health, education, and other industries, readers learn how to
effectively use the engines to spark inspiration, along with specific practices to sustain
it. Dare to Inspire features Chef Wes Avila, the founder of L.A. sensation Guerrilla
Tacos, who was inspired to revolutionize his industry; crowdfunding pioneer Charles
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Best, who founded DonorsChoose to meet the challenge of connecting teachers in
need with donors interested in supporting educational programs; and many others. This
will be a vital book for anyone interested in creativity, success, achievement, and
happiness.
In his sexiest, scariest novel yet, James Patterson deftly confirms that he always "takes
thrills to the next level" (Pittsburgh Tribune-Review). When FBI agent John O'Hara first
sees Nora Sinclair, she seems perfect. She has the looks. The career. The clothes. The
wit. The sophistication. The tantalizing sex appeal. The whole extraordinary packageand men fall in line to court her. She doesn't just attract men, she enthralls them. So
why is the FBI so interested in Nora Sinclair? Mysterious things keep happening to
people around her, especially the men. And there is something dangerous about Nora
when Agent O'Hara looks closer-something that lures him at the same time that it fills
him with fear. Is there something dark hidden among the unexplained gaps in her past?
And as he spends more and more time getting to know her, is he pursuing justice? Or
his own fatal obsession? With the irresistible attraction of the greatest Hitchcock
thrillers, Honeymoon is a sizzling, twisting tale of a woman with a deadly appetite and
the men who dare to fall for her.
These Reflective Prayers are the result of permitting a gentle reading of the lectionary
texts for a given service to resonate in me and emerge as a searching engagement of
the word with my spirit in a mood of settled joy. The ninety samples given are the most
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recent, in order, at the time of publication.
History in a Post-Truth World: Theory and Praxis explores one of the most significant
paradigm shifts in public discourse. A post-truth environment that appeals primarily to
emotion, elevates personal belief, and devalues expert opinion has important
implications far beyond Brexit or the election of Donald Trump, and has a profound
impact on how history is produced and consumed. Post-truth history is not merely a
synonym for lies. This book argues that indifference to historicity by both the purveyor
and the recipient, contempt for expert opinion that contradicts it, and ideological
motivation are its key characteristics. Taking a multidisciplinary approach, this work
explores some of the following questions: What exactly is post-truth history? Does it
represent a new phenomenon? Does the historian have a special role to play in
preserving public memory from ‘alternative facts’? Do academics more generally have
an obligation to combat fake news and fake history both in universities and on social
media? How has a ‘post-truth culture’ impacted professional and popular historical
discourse? Looking at theoretical dimensions and case studies from around the world,
this book explores the violent potential of post-truth history and calls on readers to
resist.
A fully updated and comprehensive companion to Romanesque and Gothic art history
This definitive reference brings together cutting-edge scholarship devoted to the
Romanesque and Gothic traditions in Northern Europe and provides a clear analytical
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survey of what is happening in this major area of Western art history. The volume
comprises original theoretical, historical, and historiographic essays written by
renowned and emergent scholars who discuss the vibrancy of medieval art from both
thematic and sub-disciplinary perspectives. Part of the Blackwell Companions to Art
History, A Companion to Medieval Art, Second Edition features an international and
ambitious range of contributions covering reception, formalism, Gregory the Great,
pilgrimage art, gender, patronage, marginalized images, the concept of spolia,
manuscript illumination, stained glass, Cistercian architecture, art of the crusader
states, and more. Newly revised edition of a highly successful companion, including 11
new articles Comprehensive coverage ranging from vision, materiality, and the artist
through to architecture, sculpture, and painting Contains full-color illustrations
throughout, plus notes on the book’s many distinguished contributors A Companion to
Medieval Art: Romanesque and Gothic in Northern Europe, Second Edition is an
exciting and varied study that provides essential reading for students and teachers of
Medieval art.
How do you retell the well-worn life story of a national icon? One way is this: a
palimpsest of a hundred memories of the great man, revolutionary, world leader, and
family figure, to celebrate the 100th anniversary of his birth. Kate Sidley offers renewed
and touching insight into Mandela by retelling humorous, heart-warming and
momentous moments from his life, roughly chronologically, drawing from his own
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writing and the memories of contemporaries, historians and ordinary people. The
reading experience is multi-varied and complex, touching and inspiring, like Madiba
himself. 100 Mandela Moments is divided into sections, according to the many roles
Mandela played in his lifetime: the school boy, the student, the lawyer, the outlaw, the
prisoner, the negotiator, the statesman, the elder. Each story or “moment” is short and
encapsulates something about the man behind the legend, and the book can be read
cover to cover or dipped into.
This book explores the ‘backstage’ of transnational legal practice by illuminating the routines
and habits that are crucial to the field, yet rarely studied. Through innovative discussion of
practices often considered trivial, the book encourages readers to conceptualise the
‘backstage’ as emblematic of transnational legal practice. Expanding the focus of
transnational legal scholarship, the book explores the seemingly mundane procedures which
are often taken for granted, despite being widely recognized as part of what it means to ‘do
transnational law’. Adopting various methodologies and approaches, each chapter focuses on
one specific practice: for example, mooting exercises for law students, international travel,
transnational time, the social media activities of lawyers and legal scholars, and the networking
at the ICC’s annual Assembly of States Parties. In and of themselves, these chapters each
provide unique insights into what happens before the curtain rises and after it falls on the
familiar ‘outputs’ of transnational law. It does more, however, than provide a range of different
practices: it takes the next step in theorizing on the importance of the marginal and the
everyday for what we ‘know’ to be ‘the law’ and what the international legal field looks like.
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Furthermore, by interrogating undiscussed academic practices, it provides students with a
candid view on the perils and promises of transnational legal scholarship, inviting them to join
the discussion and to practice their discipline in a more reflexive way. Written in an accessible
format, containing a readable collection of personal and recognizable accounts of transnational
legal practice, the book provides an everyday insight into transnational law. It will therefore
appeal to international legal scholars, alongside any reader with an interest in transnational
law.
An incisive analysis of South Africa's ANC power-as party, as government, as state South
Africa's African National Congress (ANC) is in decline, its hegemony has been weakened, its
legitimacy diluted. President Cyril Ramaphosa's appointment suspended the ANC's electoral
decline, it also heightened internal tensions between those who would deepen its acquired
status as corrupt and captured, and those who would remodel it as redeemable. These are the
incontrovertible knowns of South African politics; what will evolve from this is less certain. In
Precarious Power, renowned political scientist Susan Booysen uses in-depth research and
analysis to distill that which is bound to shape South Africa's political future, Booysen focuses
on contradictory party politics and internal ANC dissent that is veiled for the sake of retaining
an electoral following. Also exposed is the incongruous, populist policymaking, protest politics
and the use of soft law to ensure it does not alienate angry citizens, fueling further discontent
and protest. The ANC's power has become exceedingly precarious. Precarious Power is the
name of the political game, for the foreseeable future. The comprehensive analysis in
Precarious Power will appeal not only to political scientists and postgraduate students, but to
all who take a keen interest in current affairs.
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This omnivorous selection of stories chosen by series editor John Joseph Adams and World
Fantasy Award finalist Carmen Maria Machado is a display of the most boundary-pushing,
genre-blurring, stylistically singular science fiction and fantasy stories published in the last
year. By sending us to alternate universes and chronicling ordinary magic, introducing us to
mythical beasts and talking animals, and engaging with a wide spectrum of emotion from
tenderness to fear, each of these stories challenge the way we see our place in the cosmos.
The Best American Science Fiction and Fantasy 2019 represents a wide range of the most
accomplished voices working in science fiction and fantasy, in fiction, today—each story dazzles
with ambition, striking prose, and the promise of the other and the unencountered.
The Report examines the education impact of migration and displacement across all
population movements: within and across borders, voluntary and forced, for employment and
education. It also reviews progress on education in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. In view of increasing diversity, the report analyses how education can build
inclusive societies and help people move beyond tolerance and learn to live together.
Dan Dare, the alien princess Au Taween, Digby and Professor Peabody have successfully
boarded the mysterious Treen ship that had invaded the Sol system. From his moon base
prision, the Mekon hacked into the Treen ship and released and incredibly virulent Treen
computer virus that not only infected the ship’s computer systems but also somehow infected
the alien crew itself. Unfortunately the virus also attacked Dan and the others. Dangerously
sick, it was only the timely intervention of The Mekon that saved their lives when he
engineered a cure for the computer virus. However, after she had recoverd and come face-toface with The Mekon, Au Taween went beserk, snatched a guard’s gun and attempted to
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shoot him. Dan stepped between them and attempted to protect The Mekon, just as Au
Taween preparted to fire… p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}
This book is the essential pastoral resource to help you prepare the liturgy each day of the
liturgical year! If you are a priest or deacon, liturgist, music director, worship team member,
religious educator, or simply interested in more information about Catholic liturgy, this
publication will be an invaluable tool
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles! Enjoy these suspenseful romances of
danger and faith. SHATTERED LULLABY Callahan Confidential by Laura Scott On the run
with her baby nephew after witnessing her sister’s murder, Lacy Germaine’s suspicious of
everyone—including the K-9 officer who saves her from a gunman. But with an elusive enemy
threatening her, she needs Matthew Callahan’s help to survive. DUTY TO DEFEND by Jill
Elizabeth Nelson Working undercover at a day care with child-advocate attorney Jax Williams,
Deputy Marshal Daci Marlowe has one mission: protect a woman and her infant son from her
fugitive ex-boyfriend. But when the man seems more focused on killing Daci, she and Jax have
to figure out why…before it’s too late. MISSION: MEMORY RECALL Rangers Under Fire by
Virginia Vaughan Trying to uncover the truth about the disappearance and presumed death of
army ranger Marcus Allen—the man she loved—CIA Analyst Bethany Bryant discovers he’s
alive and may be a traitor. But Marcus claims he doesn’t remember her or his past…and now
someone wants them both dead.
Challenge Me? You Dare? This is an unruled notebook. Cotent: Simple and elegant 107 pages
High-quality cover (6 x 9) inches in size Makes a perfect gag gift for co-workers, boss, friends,
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and family!

Struggling? You’re in the right place. In a world that’s obsessed with fast hacks, quick
wins, and Instagram-perfection (cue “Everything is Awesome”) struggle has become a
taboo. A sign that something’s gone horribly wrong. But what if we’ve got it all wrong
about getting it wrong? What if struggle isn’t a battle to fight, a trap to avoid, or a sign
of weakness? What if struggle is precisely where the magic happens - where we do our
best, most important work? Whether you’re wading in treacle, waiting for the storm to
pass or just damn tired of the hustle, this thought-provoking exploration will shine a
surprising new light on the truth, beauty and opportunity hidden in life’s shittier
moments. Author of the award-winning ‘How to be Really Productive’, Grace Marshall
is known for her “refreshingly human” approach to productivity. Featured in The
Guardian, Forbes, Huffpost and BBC Radio, her work as a Productivity Ninja has taken
her from Norway to New York, helping thousands of people - from startup founders to
corporate managers, artists to engineers, students and CEOs - to replace stress,
overwhelm and frustration with success, sanity and satisfaction.
The Political Handbook of the World provides timely, thorough, and accurate political
information, with more in-depth coverage of current political controversies than any
other reference guide. The updated 2018-2019 edition will continue to be the most
authoritative source for finding complete facts and analysis on each country’s
governmental and political makeup. Compiling in one place more than 200 entries on
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countries and territories throughout the world, this volume is renowned for its extensive
coverage of all major and minor political parties and groups in each political system. It
also provides names of key ambassadors and international memberships of each
country, plus detailed profiles of more than 30 intergovernmental organizations and UN
agencies. This comprehensive update will include coverage of current events, issues,
crises, and controversies from the course of the last two years, including: Elections
across Europe Referendum in Ireland Rohingya genocide in Myanmar The Venezuelan
dictatorship The renaming of Swaziland to eSwatini Qatar diplomacy changes Historic
meeting between the United States and North Korea Establishment of a new governing
coalition in Liberia
Harlequin Dare brings you a collection of four new sexy contemporary romances for fun
and fearless women. Available now! This box set includes: CLOSE TO THE EDGEBy
Zara Cox The moment he meets coding prodigy Lily, Caleb knows his “never get
involved with a client” rule is at risk. Because keeping his hands off Lily is bringing
Caleb close to the edge of his control… BEDDABLE BILLIONAIREDirty Sexy RichBy
Alexx Andria Journalist Lauren needs her job. Even if that means writing a feature on
Nico Donato—billionaire playboy and every woman’s ultimate fantasy. All she has to do
is not be tempted by this too-hot-to-be-true man… GETTING LUCKYReunionsBy Avril
Tremayne With her fertility issues, it’s now or never for Romy. But when her sexy friend
Matt tears up her IVF paperwork and presents a counter-offer, how can she refuse?
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Especially when multiple orgasms come as a tempting bonus…! FORBIDDEN
PLEASUREThe Business of PleasureBy Taryn Leigh Taylor When Emma quits her job,
she’s finally free to seduce her gorgeous boss. But when Max discovers his
company’s been hacked, and all signs point to Emma, his only option is a very handson investigation!
This book deals with what the author considers a sorely neglected question, namely the
role of the judiciary in states’ foreign policy processes. Eksteen argues that the impact
of the judiciary on foreign affairs is understudied and that recognition of its role in
foreign affairs is now due. This makes it a ground-breaking scholarly contribution that
should first of all prove of value to students, scholars, researchers and practitioners in
the two broad fields of politics and law for the wide scope of issues it covers and the
very comprehensive reference lists it contains. Secondly, professionals working within
politics, including members of the legislatures of the United States, the European Union
and South Africa, as well as members of the judiciaries there, should find this book of
benefit. A detailed examination has been undertaken of the role of the United States
Supreme Court, the two high courts in South Africa, namely the Constitutional Court
and the Supreme Court of Appeal, and the European Court of Justice of the European
Union, in foreign affairs. The author substantiates the unmistakable fact that these
Courts have become involved in and influence foreign affairs. Furthermore, that they
have not shied away from using their judicial authority when dealing with cases
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touching on foreign affairs and especially presidential overreach. The lack of
recognition of the judiciary’s role in foreign affairs is still noticeable in Foreign Policy
Analysis (FPA) literature. This book concludes that FPA has to accept and give proper
recognition to the judiciary and its increasing relevance in foreign affairs. Dr. Riaan
Eksteen is a Former South African Ambassador residing in Namibia; from 1968-1973
he served at the South African Embassy in Washington D.C.; between 1976-1994, he
subsequently served as Ambassador and Head of Mission at the U.N. in New York
(1976-81), in Namibia (1990-91), at the U.N. in Geneva (1992-94), and in Turkey, with
accreditation also to Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan (1995-97).
He obtained his Ph.D. from the University of Johannesburg in October 2018.
'Shellac and Swing!' tells the story of the gramophone's 'golden age,' from 1900-1955,
when it helped to shape Britain's culture from the arts to warfare. The story focuses on
the gramophone, the invention of Emile Berliner in the 1880s, but begins with a brief
outline of the first attempts to record the human voice and of Edison's invention of the
cylinder and the phonograph. It uses primary evidence, images and interviews with
DJs, fans, musicians and historians to explore this fascinating and often eccentric tale.
Each chapter ends with 'On the Record,' a discussion of a record that relates to the
chapter's themes. Although the gramophone and its fragile shellac discs were vital to
Britain's music scene-opera and music hall, the Jazz Age, the crooners, early rock'n'rollits impact was far more extensive. Its place in British history encompasses advertising
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and design, fraud and piracy, phallic symbols, talking books, the threat from radio and
TV, the contrasting worlds of the Salvation Army and adult 'party' discs, the creation of
a parliamentary insult, new political strategies and the seditious activity of the Mau Mau.
From the establishment of the Gramophone Company in London in the late 1890s to
the end of shellac record production in the 1950s, the British public bought the
machines and the discs in their millions and the record labels made stars of performers
like Caruso, Harry Lauder, Al Bowlly and Dame Nellie Melba. 'Shellac and Swing!'
explores the ways in which the gramophone helped these singers to achieve stardom
but it also explores in detail and for the first time many other stories of not-so-famous
performers, of the gramophone in political electioneering and of forgotten technology:
the first pirate radio broadcasters, the soldiers who took their 'Trench Decca' portables
to the Western Front, the invention of the Flame-O-Phone, the People's Budget
recordings and the pioneering label owner and producer of 'blue' discs. The
gramophone's heyday ended with the rise of rock 'n 'roll, teenagers, the 45 rpm single,
the LP and the record player, but it survives today as part of a vibrant contemporary
music, fashion and lifestyle scene.
Looking for heart-racing romance and breathless suspense? Want stories filled with lifeand-death situations that cause sparks to fly between adventurous, strong women and
brave, powerful men? Harlequin® Romantic Suspense brings you all that and more with
four new full-length titles in one collection! HIS FORGOTTEN COLTON FIANCƒE The
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Coltons of Red Ridge by Bonnie Vanak After suffering amnesia from an explosion,
Quinn Colton has no memory of West Brand, the handsome FBI agent she agreed to
marry, or of the killer she saw running from the crime scene. Now West must protect
her from the person who will do anything to keep her from remembering what
happened… REUNION UNDER FIRE Silver Valley P.D. by Geri Krotow When police
psychologist Annie Fiero returned home to run her grandmother’s yarn shop, she never
thought she’d get pulled into a case involving the Russian mob, let alone reunite with
her high school sweetheart, Silver Valley detective Joshua Avery. Will they be able to
survive the mob long enough to figure out they’re still in love? NAVY SEAL COP Code:
Warrior SEALs by Cindy Dees Carrie Price’s ghost-hunting TV personality boss has
been kidnapped—on camera. Now it’s up to her and New Orleans cop/Naval Reserve
SEAL Bastien LeBlanc to find him. Will Carrie dare reveal her own violent past and trust
Bastien when that past comes calling for her? Or will she lose everything…including
him? THE COWBOY’S DEADLY MISSION Midnight Pass, Texas by Addison Fox
When a serial killer’s crimes come to light, detective Belle Granger knows she must
stop him. But as she gets closer to the killer—and her ex, Tate Reynolds—all of Tate’s
fears from ten years ago surge to the surface and threaten their love once again.
The outcome of the European Union membership referendum in 2016 has presented
the United Kingdom with one of its greatest challenges of modern times. As
negotiations for an exit strategy continue, this volume looks to open up conversations
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on the socio-legal implications of such a monumental transition. Aimed at addressing
issues relating to Brexit that affect every aspect of British society, this book seeks to not
just list the problems but to offer viable solutions for “the way forward”. Divided into
three parts, this book presents a comprehensive yet accessible discussion of the
impact of Brexit on the United Kingdom. Part I brings together three social studies that
reveal that Brexit may be the result of international nationalist narratives, and that the
choice to leave the EU is already affecting Brits abroad and the future opportunities for
British students. Part II turns its attention to national legal issues that are affected such
as the Irish border, waste management, moral copyright, and the support of local
enterprises. Lastly, Part III investigates commercial law touching on important topics
such as international litigation, insolvency and tax law. As this publication suggests
eventual solutions to several issues caused by Brexit, it may be of interest to not only
other academics working in the field, but also to policy makers and relevant
stakeholders.
To successfully conduct an epidemiological study, academic subject knowledge must
be combined with careful consideration of the practical elements involved. From an
academic perspective, insights into the basis of epidemiology, the concepts behind how
we study diseases, and the challenges and limitations of the results that emerge are
prioritised. However, the success of the academic analysis depends on how, when, and
where the data used is collected. Epidemiological Studies: A Practical Guide focuses
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on the practical challenges of epidemiological data collection. Essential topics, such as
how to choose the population to study, how to maximise participation and retention, and
how to frame questions so that subjects provide the information required, are the core
of the material presented. The book explains the skills needed to conduct a study
where data is collected and presented accurately, and in appropriate formats. In
addition to presenting a step-by-step guide to epidemiological investigations, the
chapters in the book are accompanied by examples of how to phrase the letters and
forms needed for each stage of conducting a study. Focusing on measurement, study
designs, statistics, methodological issues, and key skills, the book provides a valuable
background to epidemiological study. With detailed tables and figures, a clear chapter
outline, and a straightforward index, the information presented is easily accessible and
can quickly be applied to the reader's own work. Extensively revised, this new edition
includes updates on case-crossover, Mendelian randomisation, and case-cohort. New
chapters have been added to reflect the areas a student is now likely to encounter in an
introductory epidemiological course, such as evidence synthesis, use of routine data,
association or causation, feasibility, and pilot studies. Epidemiological Studies: A
Practical Guide is ideal for students in epidemiology, public health, health research, and
health services research. It is also highly relevant to post-graduate research students,
and early stage clinical and non-clinical researchers.

MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD New York Times bestselling author
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Ann Voskamp invites you to embrace everyday blessings and embark on the
transformative spiritual discipline of chronicling God's gifts. Just like you, Ann
Voskamp hungers to live her one life well. Forget the bucket lists that have us
escaping our everyday lives for exotic experiences. "How," Ann wondered, "do
we find joy in the midst of deadlines, debt, drama, and daily duties? What does
the Christ-life really look like when your days are gritty, long - and sometimes
even dark? How is God even here?" In One Thousand Gifts, Ann invites you to
discover a way of seeing that opens your eyes to ordinary amazing grace, a way
of living that is fully alive, and a way of becoming present to God that brings you
deep and lasting joy. It's only in the expression of gratitude for the life we already
have, we discover the life we've always wanted . . . a life we can take, give
thanks for, and break for others. We come to feel and know the impossible right
down in our bones: we are wildly loved - by God. Let Ann's beautiful, heartaching stories of the everyday give you a way of seeing that opens your eyes to
ordinary amazing grace, a way of being present to God that makes you deeply
happy, and a way of living that is finally fully alive. Come live the best dare of all!
For extended study into the One Thousand Gifts message, Ann has also created
the One Thousand Gifts video study and study guide, a One Thousand Gifts
devotional, and a special gift edition. This title is also available in Spanish, Millar
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de Obsequios.
The Films of Kore-eda Hirokazu: An Elemental Cinema draws readers into the
first 13 feature films and 5 of the documentaries of award-winning Japanese film
director Kore-eda Hirokazu. With his recent top prize at the Cannes Film Festival
for Shoplifters, Kore-eda is arguably Japan’s greatest living director with an
international viewership. He approaches difficult subjects (child abandonment,
suicide, marginality) with a realistic and compassionate eye.The lyrical tone of
the writing of Japanese film scholar Linda C. Ehrlich perfectly complements the
understated, yet powerful, tone of the films. From An Elemental Cinema, readers
will gain a special understanding of Kore-eda’s films through a novel connection
to the natural elements as reflected in Japanese traditional aesthetics.An
Elemental Cinema presents Kore-eda’s oeuvre as a connected whole with
overarching thematic concerns, despite frequent generic experimentation. It also
offers an example of how the poetics of cinema can be practiced in writing, as
well as on the screen, and helps readers understand the films of this
contemporary director as works of art that relate to their own lives.
Since the MeToo hashtag went viral in 2017, the movement has burgeoned
across social media, moving beyond Twitter and into living rooms and
courtrooms. It has spread unevenly across the globe, with some countries and
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societies more impacted than others, and interacted with existing feminist
movements, struggles, and resistances. This interdisciplinary handbook identifies
thematic and theoretical areas that require attention and interrogation, inviting the
reader to make connections between the ways in which the #MeToo movement
has panned out in different parts of the world, seeing it in the context of the many
feminist and gendered struggles already in place, as well as the solidarities with
similar movements across countries and cultures. With contributions from gender
experts spanning a wide range of disciplines including political science, history,
sociology, law, literature, and philosophy, this groundbreaking book will have
contemporary relevance for scholars, feminists, gender researchers, and policymakers across the globe.
This open access book assembles landmark studies on divorce and separation in
European countries, and how this affects the life of parents and children. It
focuses on four major areas of post-separation lives, namely (1) economic
conditions, (2) parent-child relationships, (3) parent and child well-being, and (4)
health. Through studies from several European countries, the book showcases
how legal regulations and social policies influence parental and child well-being
after divorce and separation. It also illustrates how social policies are interwoven
with the normative fabric of a country. For example, it is shown that father-child
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contact after separation is more intense in those countries which have adopted
policies that encourage shared parenting. Correspondingly, countries that have
adopted these regulations are at the forefront of more egalitarian gender role
attitudes. Apart from a strong emphasis on the legal and social policy context, the
studies in this volume adopt a longitudinal perspective and situate postseparation behaviour and well-being in the life course. The longitudinal
perspective opens up new avenues for research to understand how behaviour
and conditions prior or at divorce and separation affect later behaviour and wellbeing. As such this book is of special appeal to scholars of family research as
well as to anyone interested in the role of divorce and separation in Europe in the
21st century
Love Inspired brings you three new titles! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary
romances of faith, forgiveness and hope. THE TEXAN’S TWINS Lone Star
Legacy by Jolene Navarro Reid McAllister is surprised to find the wildlife
sanctuary where he’s doing community service is run by Danica Bergmann, the
wife he left behind—and that he’s the father of twin daughters he didn’t know he
had! Now he’s determined to help Danica keep her dream alive—and earn her
trust in their family’s happiness. A MOM FOR HIS DAUGHTER by Jean C.
Gordon Discovering she has a niece who’s been adopted, Fiona Bryce seeks to
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get to know the little girl. Widowed single dad Marc Delacroix isn’t sure he can
trust that Fiona won’t seek custody. Neither imagined that caring for three-yearold Stella would lead to a chance at a forever family. INSTANT FAMILY by
Donna Gartshore Single mom Frankie Munro is looking for a fresh start—she has
no time for romance. But when she and her daughter rent a lakeside cottage,
next-door neighbor Ben Cedar makes it difficult to stick to those plans. As
neighbors turn to friends, will camaraderie turn to love? Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all
your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Written by the pastor of the thriving LifeChurch.tv, this refreshingly raw and real
book addresses the 10 things Christians think but are afraid to say.
Scroungers, spongers, parasites ... These are just are some of the terms that are
typically used, with increasing frequency, to describe the most vulnerable in our
society, whether they be the sick, the disabled, or the unemployed. Long a
popular scapegoat for all manner of social ills, under austerity we’ve seen
hostility towards benefit claimants reach new levels of hysteria, with the
‘undeserving poor’ blamed for everything from crime to even rising levels of
child abuse. While the tabloid press has played its role in fuelling this hysteria,
the proliferation of social media has added a disturbing new dimension to this
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process, spreading and reinforcing scare stories, while normalising the
perception of poverty as a form of ‘deviancy’ that runs contrary to the neoliberal
agenda. Provocative and illuminating, Scroungers explores and analyses the
ways in which the poor are portrayed both in print and online, placing these
attitudes in a wider breakdown of social trust and community cohesion.
Thema der 15. Internationalen Konferenz der International Society for Knowledge
Organization vom 9. bis 11. Juli 2018 in Porto ist "Challenges and Opportunities
for Knowledge Organization in the Digital Age". Der Konferenzband fasst die
Vorträge von Wissenschaftlern aus aller Welt zusammen.
“Brutally honest... a deeply extraordinary and original work.” - SEBASTIAN JUNGER.
With an estimated 250,000 people killed in 15 years, the Mexican drug war is the most
violent conflict in the Western world. It shows no sign of abating. In this book, Dr Teun
A. Voeten analyzes the dynamics of the violence. He argues it is a new type of war
called hybrid warfare: multidimensional, elusive and unpredictable, fought at different
levels, with different intensities with multiple goals. The war ISIS has declared against
the West is another example of hybrid warfare. Voeten interprets drug cartels as ultracapitalist predatory corporations thriving in a neoliberal, globalized economy. They use
similar branding and marketing strategies as legitimate business. He also looks at the
anthropological, individual level and explains how people can become killers. Voeten
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compares Mexican sicarios, West African child soldiers and Western jihadis and sees
the same logic of cruelty that facilitates perpetrating ‘inhumane’ acts that are in fact
very human.
The election of Barack Obama in 2008 was startling, as was the victory of Donald
Trump eight years later. Because both presidents were unusual and gained office
backed by Congresses controlled by their own parties, their elections kick-started
massive counter-movements. The Tea Party starting in 2009 and the "resistance" after
November 2016 transformed America's political landscape. Upending American Politics
offers a fresh perspective on recent upheavals, tracking the emergence and spread of
local voluntary citizens' groups, the ongoing activities of elite advocacy organizations
and consortia of wealthy donors, and the impact of popular and elite efforts on the two
major political parties and candidate-led political campaigns. Going well beyond
national surveys, Theda Skocpol, Caroline Tervo, and their contributors use
organizational documents, interviews, and local visits to probe changing organizational
configurations at the national level and in swing states. This volume analyzes
conservative politics in the first section and progressive responses in the second to
provide a clear overview of US politics as a whole. By highlighting evidence from the
state level, it also reveals the important interplay of local and national trends.
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now!
Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama.
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This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: THEIR OWN LITTLE MIRACLE
Yoxburgh Park Hospital by Caroline Anderson Dr. Iona Murray agreed to be her
sister’s surrogate, but will she be able to give up sperm donor Dr. Joe Baker…or their
baby? ONE NIGHT WITH THE ARMY DOC by Traci Douglass As friction turns to
flirtation, dare TV doc Molly Flynn believe that she and ex-army doc Jacob Ryder might
have a future? BACHELOR DOC, UNEXPECTED DAD by Dianne Drake Ellie Landers
has just arrived on army doc Matt’s doorstep—pregnant! Making him a father to this
baby and his orphaned nephew…overnight!
The Israeli peace movement has been in decline since the 2000s. In particular, the
liberal Zionist groups, who call for peace for the sake of the security and continuity of
Israel, have become paralysed and almost voiceless since the second Intifada.
However, despite the stagnation around the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process, this
book argues that other important groups have emerged that present new ways to
challenge the status quo. These are radical groups that act in solidarity with the
Palestinians and human rights organisations and whose aim is to reveal the realities of
the occupation and hold the government to account. Leonie Fleishmann argues that
these groups have been, and remain, the agenda setters, pushing the more moderate
groups to mobilise more quickly and encouraging them to take up more confrontational
ideas. Using social movements theory, and based on 50 interviews and participant
observation, this book sheds light on contemporary Israeli peace activism.
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